Trinity School at Meadow View
Supplies 2017 - 2018
FOR ALL STUDENTS
1. Pencils with erasers
2. Pens in blue or black
3. Pencil case
4. Loose-leaf paper may be collegiate-ruled or wide-ruled
5. Calculators
a. Students in grades seven and eight should have a TI-30Xa calculator
b. Students in grades nine through twelve must have a TI-83+ graphing calculator for use
throughout high-school mathematics and science courses
6. Dictionary and Thesaurus – Webster’s New Pocket Dictionary, and Merriam-Webster’s Pocket
Thesaurus
7. The required standard Trinity School assignment books will be provided
FOR COURSE-SPECIFIC SUPPLIES (see reverse of this page)
8. Binder means 3-ring binder. Binders should be 1-inch unless otherwise specified
9. Notebook means spiral notebook with ruled paper unless graph paper is specified
10. Folders should have 2 pockets. When a class requires both a notebook and a folder, please attempt to
use the same color for a given class
11. Composition books should have 100 sheets/200 pages
12. Rulers should be 6-inches minimum with inches & centimeters
13. USB memory sticks may be any size
14. Music Manuscript Paper should have at least six staves per page
Please label all supplies with the student’s name
Did you know?
When you purchase school and office supplies at
Office Depot, they give 5% back to schools.
Our code is 70117186, or give the checkout clerk
our phone number: 703-876-1920.

COURSE-SPECIFIC SUPPLIES In addition to the general supplies listed
on the previous page, students in the following grades will need these course-specific supplies:
SEVENTH GRADE
ART folder, one or two large white or pink erasers,
pencils, hand-held pencil sharpener
HISTORY binder, composition book, colored pencils,
glue stick, tape, scissors
LATIN binder with 4 dividers, index card box and 500
index cards, red pen and black pen
LIT/COMP folder, composition book, tracing paper;
girls: binder, notebook; boys: 2-inch binder
MATH notebook with graph paper, composition book,
binder, and pencil pouch to go in binder, protractor,
ruler, glue stick, scissors, red pen, Staedtler
GeoMaster compass
MUSIC binder, hole-punched music manuscript paper,
mechanical pencil
SCIENCE binder with 4 dividers, composition book for
observations and labs, scissors, cm/in ruler, glue stick,
tape, small magnifying glass
SCRIPTURE binder

EIGHTH GRADE
ART folder, one or two large white or pink erasers,
pencils, hand-held pencil sharpener
HISTORY composition book; 3-inch binder with 12 tab
dividers, black pen and blue pen
LATIN binder with 4 dividers, index card box and 500
index cards, red pen and black pen
LIT/COMP 2-inch binder with 12 dividers, composition
book, tracing paper
MATH notebook with graph paper, folder, red pen,
girls: composition book, ruler, glue stick, scissors,
binder, pencil pouch to go in binder
MUSIC binder, hole-punched music manuscript paper,
mechanical pencil
SCIENCE binder with 4 dividers, composition book for
observations and labs, scissors, cm/in ruler, glue stick,
tape
SCRIPTURE notebook

NINTH GRADE
DOCTRINE notebook, folder, 2-inch binder with 5 tab
dividers
HUMANE LETTERS Two 1½-inch binders—please use
college-ruled paper, folder, girls: 3 subject notebook
LATIN binder with 4 dividers, red pen and black pen,
optional: index card box and 500 index cards
MATH notebook with graph paper, Staedtler
GeoMaster compass, ruler, boys: protractor, folder;
girls: binder, comp book
MUSIC binder, mechanical pencil, hole-punched music
manuscript paper
SCIENCE boys: 2 composition books; girls: composition
book, binder, scissors, tape, ruler

TENTH GRADE
HUMANE LETTERS notebook, two 1½-inch binders
LATIN binder with 4 dividers, red pen and black pen,
optional: index card box and 500 index cards
MATH ruler, binder, notebook, girls: notebook should
have graph paper
MUSIC binder, mechanical pencil, notebook, holepunched music manuscript paper
SCRIPTURE folder; boys: 2-subject notebook; girls:
notebook
SCIENCE notebook, composition book

ELEVENTH GRADE
ART notebook, non-mechanical pencils, hand-held
pencil sharpener, erasers, folder
DRAMA binder, yellow highlighter
HUMANE LETTERS notebook, folder; girls: composition
book
MATH notebook, boys: folder; girls: binder
MODERN LANGUAGE: notebook, folder
SCIENCE notebook, folder; USB memory stick

TWELFTH GRADE
ART notebook, non-mechanical pencils, hand-held
pencil sharpener, erasers, folder
DRAMA binder, yellow highlighter
HUMANE LETTERS 1½-inch binder and folder or
notebook
MATH notebook, folder,
MODERN LANGUAGE: notebook, folder
SCIENCE notebook, folder, USB memory stick
SCRIPTURE folder, 4 assorted-color highlighters; boys:
2-subject notebook; girls: notebook and folder

